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Exploratory Shaft Facility: It’s hole in the Characterization

of the Yucca Mountain As a Potential Nuclear Waste Repository

Hemendra N. Kalia and Thomas J. Merson

Los Alamos National Laboratory

J4BST~

The U. S. Department of Energy (DOE) is characterizing Yucca

Mountain, Nevada, to assess its suitability as a potential site

for the permanent disposal of high-level radioactive waste from

nuclear power plants and defense related activities. The

assessment activities include surface investigations, drill holes

from the surface, and an underground facility for in situ

characterization

facility (ESF)

characterizeing

Characterization

tests. This underground exploratory shaft

is being designed to meet the criteria for

the mountain as described in the Site

Plan (SCP) published by the DOE in December 1988.

The exploratory shaft will be a unique underground

It will be constLmucted at a slow, deliberate rate

scientists to perform many geological, geochemical,

mechanic experiments: the shaft wall and the rock

will be examined in great detail to meet the site

requirements. Also, the ESF must be designed and

around

facility.

to allow

and rock

the shaft

characterization

constructed with

the minimum possible impact on the integrity of the site but must

be intrusive enough to provide the necessary information for site

characterization. Consequently, the operating requirements are

substantially different from those normally found in other

underground constmction sites. For example, the amount of water

used must be kept to a minimum so the natural state of saturation

of the rock is not disturbed. In addition, all fluids used in the

construction must contain a tracer to identify the fluid as

introduced into the natural system.
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The tests to be performed vary in complexity from simple rock

response monitoring to highly complex engineered barrier

experiments. All these tests will contribute to the

characterization of the site and will generate data that will be

used in support of the license application for the repository made

to the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC). The tests to be

performed, the design of the facility, and the construction of the

shaft must comply with a very stringent DOE quality assurance

program and meet U. S. government regulations for safety and

underground construction.

The responsibility for the project has been assigned to the

DOEIS Yucca Mountain Project Office in Nevada, which is managed by

the Office of Civilian Radioactive Waste Management in Washington

D. C. The exploratory shaft test investigators are from Los Alamos

National Laboratory (Los Alamos), the U. S. Geological Survey

(USGS) in association with the U. S. Bureau of Reclamation (USBR),

Sandia National Laboratories (SNL), and Lawrence Livermore National

Laboratory (LLNL). Management and integration of the exploratory

shaft tests are done by Los Alamos. The design engineers for the

facility are Fenix and Scisson of Nevada (FSNj and Holmes and

Narver, Inc. (H&N) . The construction of the shaft is the

responsibility of Reynolds Electrical and Engineering Company, Inc.

(REECO). The overall integration and technical coordination for

the Yucca Mountain Project (YMP) are provided by Science

Applications International Corporation (SAIC). The technical

management and support services team consists of SAIC, Harza

Engineering Company, and Westinghouse, Inc. The exploratory shaft

work ia supported by the DOE YMP.

The U. S. Department of Energy plans to characterize the Yucca

Mountain site,’ approximately 100 miles northwest of Las Vegas,

Nevada to determine its suitability to potentially isolate h~gh-
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level radioactive waste (HLW) generated by nuclear power plants and

defense facilities from the accessible environment. This isolation

is required for 10,000 years following permanent closure ti the

repository. The radioactive nuclide release limit is specified in

EPA Regulations (EPA 40 CFR 191).2 The Yucca Mountain Project

Office (YMPO), located in Las Vegas, is responsible for overseeing

and managing this project. The work that is to be performed

consists of first characterizing Yucca Mountain (YM), and should

it be found suitable, then applying for a license to construct the

first national repository. The storage capacity of the repository

is not to exceed 70,000 Metric Tons of Heavy Yetal (MTHM)

radioactive waste in its operating lifetime. Major participants

in the project are: Los Alamos National Laboratory, Sandia

National Laboratories, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory,

u. s. Geological Survey, Fenix and Scisson of Nevada, Holmes and

Narver, Reynolds Electrical & Engineering Company, Inc. , and

Science Applications International, Inc. Working with the U. S.

Geological Suney are principal investigators (PIs) from the

Lawrence Berkele> National Laboratory and the U. S. Bureau of

Reclamation.

GEOLOGIC SETTING

The Yucca Mountain site is located in the southern part of the

Great Basin, a part of the Basin and Range physiographic province

in which all surface water drains Into closed basins rather than

flowing into the ocean.’ The rocks in the province (Figure 1) can

be divided into four groups in order of decreasing age: (1)

Precambrian crystalline basement rocks; (2) Upper Precambrian and

Paleozoic sedimentary rocks that have been folded, faulted, and

uplifted to form large mountain ranges that eventually eroded to

gentle plains; (3) Tertiary tuffaceous volcanic materials similar

to that which forms Yucca Mountain (Figures 2 and 3); and (4)

alluvium derived from the erosion of the surrounding mountains.

The tuffaceous rocks occur in thick deposits often 2000 meters
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(6500 feet) or greater in thickness.

The typical hydrologic system of the southern part of the

Great Basin is characterized by low precipitation and deep water

tables and by closed topographic and ground water basins that

contain nearly all surface water flow within the region. At the

Yucca Mountain site, most of the mean annual precipitation of 15G

mm (5.9 inches) is returned ta _ifieatmosphere through evaporation

and plant transpiration. However, some water flows to the water

table through a combination of fracture and mat.rix flow as shown

in Figure 4.

CHA~CTERIZATION OF YUCCA MOUNTAIN

The process of siting, licensing, and developing the Yucca

Mountain-Mined Geologic Disposal System includes continual testing

for several purposes: (1) to acquire knowledge and understanding

of the process of HLW disposal in welded tuff; (2) to confirm

assumptions and hypotheses; (3) to verify prediction of mined

geologic system behavior over time: and (4) to increase the level

of confidence in predicting site performance. The Yucca Mountain

site was recommended by the Department of Energy Secretary and

approved by the President3 along with two other sites; basalt at

Hanford, Washington, and salt at Deaf Smith County, Texas. In 1987

the Congress amended the 1982 Nuclear Waste Policy Act4’5 and

designated Yucca Mountain as the only site for characterization.

ION PROCESS

The site characterization process in general, and especially

the in situ testing at depth, should do the following:

o demonstrate that the qualifying conditions are present;

o demonstrate that disqualifying conditions are not present

and;
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o identify favorable conditions and potentially adverse

conditions.

Furthermore, the repository must be designed and constructed

in such a manner that any or all of the waste could be retrieved

within a period of 34 years starting at any time up to 50 years

after the waste emplacement operations are initiated. The site

characterization program must rigorously and thoroughly test the

site suitability and ensure that the site meets the strict

regulatory requirements.

The DOE released the Site Characterization Plan in December

1988.’ Current schedules call for the characterization activities

to start in January 1991 and continue through October 2001, witi~

the submission of a license application for construction at that

time, if the site characterization results so warrant.

EXPLO=RY SmFT FACILLITYAND T~

The underground portion of the site characterization will use

an exploratory shaft facility (ESF)(Figure 5) at Yucca Mountain

site. This ESF’ is planned to consist of surface infrastructure,

two shafts, and a main test level (MTL) with long exploratory

drifts (Figure 5). This current design has evolved from a very

simple 2.44 meter (8 feet) in diameter blind-bored shaft and a MTL

consisting of a minimal mine plant to support long horizontal

exploratory coring (Figure 6).6 Over the years, irl response to

safety issues and increased scope of site characterization

requirements, this initial facility has developed into that.

illustrated in Figure 5. There are now ~wo conventionally sunk

shafts 3.66 meters (12 feet) in diameter and there are more than

4,572 meters (15,000 feet) of underground drifting (Figuues 7 and

8).9

As shown in Figure 7, planned tests are to be located along
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the entire length of ES-1 [the science shaft) and only minimal

testing (e.g., perched water, mapping, and chlorine-36) is to be

performed in the ES-2 (the construction/men-and-materials shaft).

The Froposed MTL test locations are shown in Figure 8. It should

be noted that not all the ES tests are shown on Figure 7. As an

example of some of the design co~straints imposed on the ESF for

site characterization purposes, note the Multipurpose Boreholes

(MP-1 and MP-2) indicated in Figure 8. These boreholes are pilot

holes to provide early information on geologic contact depths,

perched water zones, and other information. The multipurpose

boreholes would be dry drilled and cored to the depth of the ESF

MTL prior to construction. Dry drilling is done to preclude

contaminating the geochemistry and hydrology of the unsaturated

zone. Because of concerns about long-term sealing, those pilot

holes would be located in unexcavated pillars of the MTL. To

prevent accidental contamination of the virgin conditions required

for ES-1 testing, the MPBH would be located outside the excavation

envelope for the shafts.

The tests to be performed in the

Characterization Plan (SCP)* and are

ESY are described in the Site

listed in Table 1.

The facility is designed to maximize site characterization

activities and data produced. What is therefore excavated, in

essence, is an Underground Research Facility. The design of the

facility is dictated by the users of the facility. Consequently,

the excavation rates are significantly different than normally

anticipated for underground construction. It is imperative that

testing requirements be met to ensure that the required site

characterization data have been obtained. For example, it is

necessary that any water used in the facility, whether it is for

construction or for some other necessary purpose, contain

nonreactive tracers. This ensures that fluids encountered during
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construction can be traced to construction sources or natural

waters. Also, data needs for some tests dictate that drilling for

placing test instruments must be performed dry, i.e., that no water

can be used. Thus , the air (dry) drilling and dust control

associated with this activity becomes a requirement for the

construction of the facility. The testing activities require

drilling approximately 6,980 meters (22,900 feet) of dry holes and

4,580 meters (15,028 feet) of wet holes. The hole sizes vary from

1.9 centimeters (0.75 inches) to 66 centimeters (26 inches) in

diameter. Following are some other unique features: (1) a shaft

galloway planned as a scientific and drill platform (Figure 9); (2)

the galloway will frequently move the full shaft length to allow

monitoring and maintenance of instrumentation; (3) there will be

constraints on material used, e.g. , no chlorine in explosives; and

(4) special controls will be required to minimize overbreak and

associated rock damage.

Construction of the KTL will be controlled to ensure that the

testing is not affected by the construction activities. The

facility will be mined in a sequence so that long-term tests are

started early. The ESF is designed to maintain virgin regions that

can be used for further expansion, either to -accommodate

performance confirmation testing cr additional characterization

tests.

It is a unique requirement of this facility that all work,

including design and constmction, be done according to quality

assurance standards that are consistent with the licensing of the

faciljcy by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission.”*

The design of the facility is subject to intensive reviews to

ensure that the testing requirements will be met. It is imperative

that all of the decisions made be fully traceable. This requires

that a significant amount of preplanning occurs and that adequate

technical reviews be performed. This will ensure that none of the
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activities performed will result in a compromise of the site

performance with respect to the isolation of the waste and that

there will be any question on the origin of the data collected.

GRATION AND PLANNING OF THE ESF TESTING PROGRAM

It is imperative that extensive preplanning must occur prior

to initiating field activities at the Yucca Mountain site. For the

ESF, preplanning steps consist of: (1) development of the site

characterization program in the SCP; (2) preparation of Site

Investigation Plans (SIP) that are developed and described in the

SCP; and (3) preparation of required or identified Study Plans.

These documents will all be reviewed and provided to the NRC prior

to conducting the studies in the ESF. Required procedures are

developed to conduct the activities at the ESF.

Because several organizations are involved in planning and

will be performing the tests, it is imperative that work be managed

and coordinated carefully to ensure timely implementation of the

testing activities.

The responsibilities of various organizations with respect to

ESF testing are summarized as follows:

SAIC is responsible for providing ❑anagement and support

services to the DOE YMPO. SAIC is therefore responsible for

ensuring that project goals and objectives are being addressed

by monitoring the various plans and procedures. They provide

cost and schedule support, report reviews, and quality

assurance support to the YMPO.

Sandia is responsible for conducting performance calculations

for the Yucca Mountain site, maintaining a data base for the

project, designing the repository, and conducting tests in

situ within the ESF to obtain geomechanica 1 and
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thermomechanical data for the characterization of the site.

Ias Alamos is responsible for integrating all of the testing

to be performed in the ESF, conducting tests to obtain

geochemical related information for the site, and developing

schedules for the conduct of ESF tests. The integration role

consists of developing ESF design requirements; integrating

ESF design and construction requirements

investigators; and designing, operating,

data collection system to be used by

organizations. The ESF testing program is

of the principal

and maintaining a

all the testing

managed by the Los

Alamos Test Manager (TM). The ‘I’Mis responsible for

controlling the ESF testing baseline, coordinating all aspects

of ESF testing, managing data collected by the Integrated Data

system , and reporting technical information to project

participants as well as to the State of Nevada, the NRC,

other interested parties. The TM series as an ombudsman

the ESF testing community and oversees technical

administrative matters,

environment, safety, and

Lawrence Livermore is

Engineered Barrier Tests

QA, and activities pertaining

health.

‘responsible for conducting

in the ESF. These tests simulate

and

for

and

to

the

the

HIW environment. The data obtained will assist in quantifying

the near-field environment around the waste package. LIJJL iS

also responsible for the design of the waste package.

USGS is responsible for the site hydrologic and geologic

characterization, including geology, hydrology, geophysical,

geochronology investigations, and tectonics, volcanics, and

natural seismic studies. The USGS also performs some tests

in the ESF in cooperation with the USER and LBL.

FSN prepares engineering analysis development plans,

schedules, specifications, drawings, and cost estimates for
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ES drilling and mining construction activities. FSN also

prepares plans, drawings, and specifications for the design

of the subsurface ESF.

H&N performs engineering and design analysis and develops

plans, schedules, specifications, drawings, and cost estimates

for ESF surface construction activities. H&N also provides

subsurface surveying support and utilities communications.

REECO provides logistical support and construction semices

for ESF surface and subsurface constmction work at the Nevada

Test Site (NTS) as requested by the NTS Office. REECO also

provides services for shaft construction as authorized by

DOE/NV, as well as maintenance and operation support, and

construction management senices.

The Yucca Mountain ESF is unique in several ways. It will be

a one-of-a-kind facility in welded tuff and is designed for the

purpose of obtaining scientific data to characterize the Yucca

Mountain site. The scientific needs mandate controls on the

excavation methods, amounts of fluids to be used, and constraints

on the types of materials to be used. The project requires that

all the work must be performed to the highest quality assurance

level to ensure that all of the work performed can be defended

under any scrutiny. The testing activities will be carried out

using a team approach involving several organizations. The entire

facility is designed and will be developed with the primary

objective to characterize the site. “The ore is not the rock that

is mined but the information that is obtained.”

It is expected that when the DOE has successfully completed

the site characterization work it will be possible to determine the

suitability or unsuitability of Yucca Mountain as the site for the
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first national repository for the isolation of high-level waste.

Should the site be found to be suitable, the constmction of the

repository, emplacement of high-level waste, and decommissioning

of the facility will result in safe closure of the nuclear fuel

cycle.
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Table 1
UNDERGROUND 7ESIS TO BE PERFORMED IN THE

SCP Activitv l’hle

1. Geologic Mapp&lg of

tlte ESami Dfi

2 Minemlogy & PeL dogy

ofCandMateH- Rock

3. seismic Tomogmphy/

vertical Sd6rnk

Profiling

4. Shaft Conuxgence

5. Danonsaadon

Brdtout RoornY

6. Squndal Drift -

7. Heater EqAment in

UdtTswl

S. Caaista-Sde Heater

~t

9. Y- Mountain

H-tedBIak

10.Thermals-

M-uremenb

11.HeatedRoorr.Expedment

12.Development &

LMnonatration of

ReqdmdEquipmult

13. Plate LoadingT-

14.ROd-Maas-

~t
1S, Evaluation ofMhlns

Methodm

16. hfonkork$ of Ground

support Sptm

17. Monltd.ng Mft

StnbCllty

18.AlrQMIIv(Ind

Vendladon Experiment

XT Section

Reference

8.3.1 .422.4

8.3.132.1-2

8.3.1 .4.22.5

8.3.1 .15.1.5.1

8.3.1 .15.1.5.2

8.3.1 .15.1.5.3

8.3.1 .15.1.6.1

3.3.1 .1S.1.6.2

8.3.1 .15.1.6.3

8.3.1 .15.1.6.4

8.3.1 .15.1.6.S

8.32.5.6

8.3.1 .15.1.7.1

8.3.1.15.1,72

8.3.1,15 .1.8.1

8.3.1.15.1.82

8.3.1 .15.1.8.3

8.3.1 .15.1.8,4

kid
Owmiaion

USGS/USBR

USGS/LBl-

SNL

SNL

mm

SNL

SNL

SNL

SNL

SNL

SNL

SNL

SNL

SNL

SNL

SNL

SNL



19. In-Situ Tdng of

Seal Components

20. OwltOre s-

~thtiESF

21. Matrix Hydrologic

Properties T-t@

22. Inmct—FracnireTest

lnthe ESF

23. Pemoladon Tem in

tk ESF

24. Bulk-Perntability Test

inthe ESF

25. iiadu Borehole Teats

iathe ESF

26. Excamdon Mfecm

Test in the ESF

27. Cnko Hilla Tmin

k ESF

28. Packd.Water Tat In

tlm ESF

29. H~m T-
irIthe ESF

30. DUfusIonTets in the

ESF

31, Chloride and Chlofine

-36 Mw Ilrenwnmof

Pafcoladort ●t Y-

Mountalrl

32. ~ *

Sptem Fkld TaJts

33. LAxatory Tum

(thermal & InAankal)

u,lng nmplea obtalnd

fmm tlM FSF-Con. & In.

34. Muldpurpaa-EtorelwIe

Tdng Near tha ESF

3S. Hydrolc)gk Propemlea

ofMaJorPmdm

EMuntaredinMainTat

bnaloftheESF

8.3.3 .2-2.3

8.3.1 .152.1.2

8.3.122.3.1

8.3.1224.1

83.122.42

8.3.122.4.3

8.3.12 .2.4.4

8.3.122.4.5

8.3.12 i2.4.6

8.3.1224.7

8.3.12,2.4.8

8.3.1 .2.2.5.1

8,3.1.2.2,2.1

8.3.4 :2.4.4

8,3,1 .15,1 .1-.4

0.3,1.2.2.4.9

8.3.1.22.4.10

SNL

USGS

USGS

USGS

USGS

USGS

USGS

USGS

uSGs

USGS

USGS

fANL

SNL

USGS

USGS
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